The WKU full-time faculty members and administrators with academic rank appear below alphabetically, with highest degree held and degree granting institution listed for each member, as well as professional rank or academic title, and academic department or school. For tenure eligible faculty, the academic department or school is the tenure granting unit and the professional rank is provided; for non-tenure eligible faculty the academic department is determined by the most recent letter of appointment and the academic title is provided. The dates refer to original faculty appointment to WKU, with the second date indicating the date on which current rank or academic titles was attained. The asterisk designates Graduate Faculty status. This list is accurate as of WKU census date for Fall 2013.

A

Abell, Cathy H., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2000/2009*.
Adam, Jennifer J., DMA (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Assistant Professor, Music, 2010/2011*.
Adams, Henrietta M., BS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2011/2013*.
Adams-Smith, Jeanie L., MA (Ohio University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2002/2007.
Algeo, Catherine M., PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Professor, Geography and Geology, 2001/2012*.
Alice, Lawrence A., PhD (University of Maine, Maine), Associate Professor, Biology, 1999/2005*.
All, John D., PhD (University of Arizona, Arizona), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2002/2008*.
Allison, Gayle N., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2004/2005.
Almand, David F., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-in-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2008/2012.
Alsop, Elizabeth A., PhD (CUNY Grad School & University Center, New York), Assistant Professor, English, 2012/2012*.
Alvarez, Heidi P., DM (Florida State University, Florida), Associate Professor, Music, 2002/2008.
Aly, Shahnaz, MARCH (Texas A & M University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2009/2009*.
Amador Medina, Melba I., MA (University of New Mexico Main Campus, New Mexico), Instructor, Modern Languages, 2011/2013.
Anderson, Charles E., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, Agriculture, 1978/2008.
Andrew, Keith, PhD (University of Arkansas Main Campus, Arkansas), Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2004/2004*.
Anton, Audrey L., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2011/2011*.
Applegate, Darlene A., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 1998/2004*.
Applin, Janet L., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2004/2010*.
Arbuckle, Gregory K., PhD (Indiana State University, Indiana), Associate Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2005/2010*.
Arduy, Saundra C., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Political Science, 1988/1993*.
Arnett, Scott W., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2007/2013*.
Arnold, Kristina E., MFA (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Art, 2005/2011*.
Asare, James B., DA (SUNY at Albany, New York), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2011/2011.
Ashley, Noah T., PhD (University of Washington, Washington), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2012/2012*.
Asrildzadeh, Farhad, PhD (The University of Calgary, Canada), Assistant Professor, Engineering, 2012/2012*.
Askins, Kenneth B., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1992/2004*.
Asriel, Melanie W., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Psychology, 2010/2012.
Atici, Ferhan, PhD (University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Nebraska), Professor, Mathematics, 2002/2011*.
Atici, Mustafa, PhD (University of Nebraska, Nebraska), Professor, Computer Science, 2001/2008*.
Atkinson, John K., EdD (Ball State University, Indiana), Associate Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2000/2012*.
Atwell, Nedra S., EdD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2002/2008*.
Austin, Lynn D., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Allied Health, 1982/1990.
Autin, Melanie A., PhD (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2007/2013*.
B

Babb, Dora, PhD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Assistant Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2012/2012.

Bagwell, Vicki S., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2006/2012*.

Bain-Selbo, Eric W., PhD (University of Chicago, Illinois), Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2007/2011*.

Baker, John P., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2006/2011*.

Barefoot, Jeffrey A., MS (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Clinical Assistant Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2005/2010*.

Basham, Cortney S., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Professional Studies, 2001/2004.

Bateiha, Summer, PhD (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2010/2010*.

Baum, Mark F., JD (Gonzaga University, Washington), Pedagogical Assistant Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2012/2012.

Baylis, Gordon C., PhD (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), Professor, Psychology, 2010/2010.

Baylis, Leslie L., PhD (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), Associate Professor, Psychology, 2011/2011.

Beckworth, David M., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Assistant Professor, Economics, 2012/2012*.

Bell, David J., PhD (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, English, 2008/2013*.

Bells, David L., MS (Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee), Professional-in-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2011/2012.

Bennett, Mary P., DNS (Rush University, Illinois), Professor, School of Nursing, 2007/2007*.

Berger, James I., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2001/2013*.

Bergman, Crystal J., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2013/2013.

Berry, Kenneth W., PhD (University of Mississippi, Mississippi), Associate Professor, English, 2005/2010*.

Berry, Mark S., DMA (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan), Associate Professor, Music, 2001/2010*.

Bertke, Patricia E., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2005/2005.

Bhattacharya, Raja, MBA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Executive-in-Residence, Management, 2012/2013.

Bhattacharya, Tilak, PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2006/2012*.

Billingsley, Erica C., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2010/2010.

Bjorkman, Brent A., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Research Assistant Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 2012/2012.

Blackburn, Donna S., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Professor, School of Nursing, 1986/2002*.

Blackburn, William P., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2002/2003.

Bland, Lauren E., PhD (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2004/2004*.

Blankenship, Ray, PhD (University of Mississippi, Mississippi), Professor, Computer Information Systems, 1998/2012*.

Bodden, Daniel P., MPA (Virginia Tech, Virginia), Assistant Professor, Political Science, 2013/2013*.

Bohuski, Thomas J., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Visiting Assistant Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 1998/2013.

Bolton, Dawn L., DBA (Mississippi State University, Mississippi), Assistant Professor, Management, 1991/2008*.

Boman, Martha J., EdD (University of Saint Thomas, Minnesota), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2004/2010*.

Bonaguro, Ellen M., PhD (Ohio University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Communication, 2003/2003*.


Bonham, Scott W., PhD (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Associate Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2001/2008.

Borders, Charles T., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2000/2010.

Bormann, Lorraine, PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2007/2011*.

Botner, Kimberly J., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Clinical Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2003/2010.

Boyle, Kimberly M., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2013/2013.

Boyles, Jason R., PhD (West Virginia University, West Virginia), Visiting Assistant Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2012/2013.
Bradley, Dana B., PhD (Carnegie Mellon University, Pennsylvania), Professor, Public Health, 2005/2013*.

Brady, Susan E., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 1989/2001*.

Bragg-Underwood, Tonya M., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2009/2010*.

Branham, Kristi R., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Diversity and Community Studies, 2007/2009*.

Branstetter, Mary L., DNP (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2009/2012*.

Bratton, Imelda N., PhD (Idaho State University, Idaho), Assistant Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 2012/2012*.

Brausch, Amy M., PhD (Northern Illinois University, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2011/2011*.

Breaux, Daniel, PhD (University of Louisiana-Monroe, Louisiana), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2007/2011*.

Brock, Anna L., EdD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Assistant Professor, Library Services, 2007/2011*.

Brockman, Janice D., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Academic Support, 2003/2007.

Broekema, Timothy A., MS (Grand Valley State University, Michigan), Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2001/2013.

Brown, Christopher L., PhD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Professor, Finance, 2000/2010*.

Brown, Clifton K., MFA (University of Arizona, Arizona), Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2004/2010.

Brown, Jill R., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2006/2010.


Brown, Reagan D., PhD (Virginia Tech, Virginia), Associate Professor, Psychology, 1997/2003*.

Budziak, Jeffrey L., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Political Science, 2011/2011*.

Burke, Monica G., PhD (University of Southern Mississippi, Mississippi), Assistant Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 1998/2009*.

Burris, Stuart C., PhD (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2003/2006*.

Bush, Barbara C., MSED (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Allied Health, 1995/2001.

Bush, Paul M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Academic Support, 1997/2007.

Butterfield, Thomas J., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Associate Professor, Computer Information Systems, 1998/1998*.

Byrd, Larry C., MS (University of Memphis, Tennessee), Professor, Chemistry, 1969/2006.

Byrne, Christopher E., PhD (Johns Hopkins University, Maryland), Professor, Engineering, 2001/2009.

Cabrera, Jill B., PhD (University of Mississippi, Mississippi), Associate Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2011/2011*.

Callahan, Richard A., MS (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Executive-in-Residence, Accounting, 2007/2008.

Cambron, Mark E., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Engineering, 2001/2007*.

Campbell, Warren, PhD (Colorado State University, Colorado), Associate Professor, Engineering, 2004/2004*.

Cao, Yan, PhD (Institute of Coal Chemistry, China), Professor, Chemistry, 2003/2012*.

Cappiccie, Amy C., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Social Work, 2006/2012*.

Capps, H. R., EdD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Scholar in Residence, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2013/2007*.

Carey, Mary C., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, Economics, 1992/2008*.

Carey, Mittie K., PhD (University of Memphis, Tennessee), Visiting Minority Scholar, Communication, 2012/2013*.

Carini, Michael T., PhD (Georgia State University, Georgia), Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 1995/2007.

Carson, Bryan M., JD (University of Toledo, Ohio), MLIS (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan), Professor, Library Public Services, 1999/2010.
Carter, Fred P., EdD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Instructor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2008/2008*.
Cartwright, Ingrid A., PhD (University of Maryland College Park, Maryland), Assistant Professor, Art, 2008/2008*.
Cartwright, Kristy L., MS (Walden University, Minnesota), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2011/2013.
Cary, Kevin B., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2002/2002*.
Celestian, Aaron J., PhD (SUNY at Stony Brook, New York), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2007/2012*.
Chace, Sarah V., EdD (Teachers College Columbia University, New York), Instructor, School of Professional Studies, 2012/2013*.
Chan, Kam C., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Professor, Finance, 2003/2003*.
Chandler, Wanda G., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012*.
Chen, Yining, PhD (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Professor, Accounting, 2005/2005*.
Cherry, Jeanine M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 1988/2006.
Chhachhi, Indudeep S., DBA (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Professor, Finance, 1990/2008*.
Choate, Robert E., ME (Old Dominion University, Virginia), MME (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Professor, Engineering, 2002/2013.
Choe, Miwon, PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Art, 2001/2007*.
Chon, Kyong H., PhD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Assistant Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2009/2009.
Ciampa, Mark D., PhD (Indiana State University, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2004/2004.
Cipolla, John M., DMA (U North Carolina Greensboro, North Carolina), Associate Professor, Music, 2002/2008*.
Civelek, Ismail, PhD (Carnegie Mellon University, Pennsylvania), Assistant Professor, Management, 2011/2011*.
Clark, Amanda G., MFA (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2005/2011.
Clayton, Krista, PhD (New Mexico St University Main Campus, New Mexico), Pedagogical Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2009/2013*.
Cobane, Craig T., PhD (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2005/2005.
Coder, LeAnne, PhD (University of Kansas Main Campus, Kansas), Associate Professor, Management, 2007/2013*.
Cole, Jennifer M., PhD (SUNY at Stony Brook, New York), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2012/2013*.
Cole, William S., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2013.
Coleman, Phillip D., EdD (Ball State University, Indiana), Associate Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2004/2012*.
Collett, Walter L., PhD (Tennessee Technological University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Engineering, 2004/2008.
Collyer, Michael L., PhD (North Dakota St University Main Campus, North Dakota), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2011/2011*.
Collyer, Petra B., DVM (Unof Berne-Switzerland, Switzerland), Instructor, Agriculture, 2011/2013*.
Conroy, Kelly N., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Assistant Professor, Modern Languages, 2013/2013*.
Conte, Eric D., PhD (University of Massachusetts, Massachusetts), Professor, Chemistry, 1996/2006*.
Cook-Newell, Margaret E., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2012/2013*.
Coppinger, Kelley K., BFA (University of North Texas, Texas), Professional-In-Residence, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2001/2001.
Corley, Daniel J., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Mathematics, 2013/2013.
Cornell, Audrey S., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Clinical Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2002/2013.
Cosby, Dana M., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Executive-in-Residence, Management, 2010/2011*.
Cottts, Brian E., PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), MA (The University of Calgary, Canada), Professor, Library Public Services, 1986/1996*.
Crandall, Kenneth J., PhD (University of Utah, Utah), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2013/2013*.
Crawford, Kenneth M., PhD (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan), Associate Professor, Biology, 1996/2002*.
Crawley, Bruce A., MA (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2002/2003.
Crews, Thaddeus R., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Computer Information Systems, 1996/2003.
Cribbs, Jennifer D., PhD (Clemson University, South Carolina), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012*.
Crowther, Lou-Ann, PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, English, 1984/1993.
Crowder, Margaret E., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2003/2003.
Crowe, Carol E., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Professor, History, 1970/1979*.
Croxall, Kathy C., PhD (Utah State University, Utah), Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2009/2012.

D

Daday, Gerhard K., PhD (University of New Mexico Main Campus, New Mexico), Associate Professor, Sociology, 2004/2010*.
Dahl, Darwin B., PhD (University of Missouri - Kansas City, Missouri), Professor, Chemistry, 1987/1999*.
Dakshinamurthy, Rajalingam, PhD (University of Arkansas Main Campus, Arkansas), Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2009/2013*.
Davenport, Janice C., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-In-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2011/2012.
Davies, Lloyd G., PhD (Duke University, North Carolina), Professor, English, 1990/2004*.
Davis, Cheryl D., PhD (Wake Forest University, North Carolina), Professor, Biology, 1991/2002*.
Davis, Robert T., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2010/2010.
Davis, Susann, MHS (Auburn University, Alabama), Instructor, Modern Languages, 1999/2003.
Day, Allison L., MA (Baylor University, Texas), MS (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Assistant Professor, Library Special Collection, 2010/2010.
Day, Martha M., EdD (Tennessee State University, Tennessee), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2009/2009*.
DeGraves, Fred J., PhD (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Assistant Professor, Agriculture, 2011/2011*.
DeLancey, Laura M., MA (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), MLS (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Library Technical Services, 2013/2013.
DeMarse, Ronald R., MFA (University of Miami, Florida), Associate Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2007/2013.
Dean, Terry R., DMD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Allied Health, 2005/2011.
Dedas, Michael B., MFA (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Art, 2010/2010.
Deere, Randall E., DA (Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee), Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 1983/2002*.
Dehay, Christy, MSN (University of Missouri - Kansas City, Missouri), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2013/2013.
Dennis, Roger L., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Agriculture, 2006/2008.
Derry, Christopher J., MBA (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Executive-In-Residence, Marketing, 2009/2009.
Derryberry, Pitt, PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Professor, Psychology, 2001/2011*.
Desrosiers, Patricia L., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Social Work, 2009/2010*.
Dettman, Matthew A., MS (Stanford University, California), Professor, Engineering, 1992/2006.
DiMeo, David F., PhD (Harvard University, Massachusetts), Assistant Professor, Modern Languages, 2012/2012.
Dick, Carl W., PhD (Texas Tech University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2009/2009*.
Dietle, Robert L., PhD (Yale University, Connecticut), Associate Professor, History, 1991/2001*.
Dietrich, Sylvia L., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2005/2011*.
Dill, Lesa B., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, English, 1987/1993.
Dobler, Scott A., MA (Bowling Green State University, Ohio), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2000/2000.
Dobrokhotov, Vladimir, PhD (University of Idaho, Idaho), Associate Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2008/2013*.
Doggett, Anthony M., PhD (Colorado State University, Colorado), Associate Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2007/2011*.
Donovan, Colleen, MA (West Virginia University, West Virginia), MS (West Virginia University, West Virginia), Instructor, Academic Support, 2013/2013.
Doraiswamy, Uma D., MA (Indiana State University, Indiana), MLS (Emporia State University, Kansas), Associate Professor, Library Technical Services, 2006/2012.
Downing, Neal E., MARCH (University of California-Los Angeles, California), Associate Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2001/2007*.
Draskovich-Long, Lisa M., MFA (California Institute of Arts, California), Assistant Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2011/2012.
Dressler, Richard A., PhD (University of Memphis, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2001/2008*.
Drost, Amanda, MLIS (Wayne State University, Michigan), Assistant Professor, Library Technical Services, 2009/2009.
Drummond, Holli R., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, Sociology, 2004/2010*.
Du, Chunmei, PhD (Princeton University, New Jersey), Assistant Professor, History, 2009/2009*.

DuCoff, David M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Sociology, 2001/2003.

Ducloux, Kanita, PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2010/2012*.

Duff, Andrew E., MFA (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2007/2013.

Duffin, Lisa C., PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2009/2009*.

Dumancic, Marko, PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Assistant Professor, History, 2013/2013*.

Dunkum, Molly, PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2005/2007*.

Durkee, Joshua D., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2008/2013*.

Dvoskin, Michelle G., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Assistant Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2011/2011.

Dye, Lacretia T., PhD (Western Michigan University, Michigan), Assistant Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 2012/2012*.

Eagle, Marc V., PhD (Tulane University, Louisiana), Assistant Professor, History, 2008/2008.

Eaton, Melanie D., MBA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Public Health, 2013/2013*.

Eglioff, Karin M., PhD (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Associate Professor, Modern Languages, 1989/2008*.

Elder, Charlotte A., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2002/2003.

Elliot, Terence C., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, English, 2004/2004.

Ellis, Julie, PhD (Duke University, North Carolina), Professor, Engineering, 2009/2009.

Ellis-Griffith, Chandra C., MSN (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2010/2013.

Ellis-Griffith, Gregory E., PhD (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama), Assistant Professor, Public Health, 2010/2010*.

Emami, Chandrakanth, PhD (Osmania University, India), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2010/2010*.

Emmanuel, Lee D., MSED (University of Nebraska-Kearney, Nebraska), Associate Professor, Academic Support, 1992/2003.

Emberton-Tinius, Dana F., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2003/2013.

Emslie, A. G., PhD (University of Glasgow, Scotland), Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2010/2010*.

Endres, Nikolai, PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Associate Professor, English, 2002/2007*.

English, Gary M., PhD (University of New Mexico Main Campus, New Mexico), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2007/2007*.

Epley, Ronnie K., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2010/2012.

Esslinger, F. T., PhD (University of Arkansas Main Campus, Arkansas), Visiting Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2009/2013*.

Esslinger, Keri A., PhD (University of Arkansas Main Campus, Arkansas), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2009/2009*.

Etienne, Joseph E., PhD (Southern Illinois University, Illinois), Associate Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 1991/1997*.

Evans, Carol W., MSN (University of Evansville, Indiana), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2000/2011.

Evans, Charles S., PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Professor, School of Teacher Education, 1990/1995*.

Evans, Gina S., PhD (Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2011/2011*.

Evans, Joseph W., DDS (Meharry Medical College, Tennessee), Assistant Professor, Allied Health, 2009/2009.

Evans, Timothy H., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 1999/2005*.

Faine, John R., PhD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Professor, Sociology, 1973/1988*.

Fan, Frank W., PhD (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama), Assistant Professor, Public Health, 2009/2009*.

Fan, Xingang, PhD (Lanzhou University, China), Assistant Professor, Geography and Geology, 2009/2009*. 
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Farrell, Colin, PhD (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama), Assistant Professor, Public Health, 2013/2013*.
Ferrell, Ann K., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 2010/2011*.
Fiehn, Barbara A., EdD (St Marys University of Minnesota, Minnesota), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2008/2008*.
Fife, Jane L., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, English, 2003/2009*.
Finley, Lindsey K., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2013/2013.
Fischer, Paul A., PhD (University of Chicago, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2011/2011*.
Fleener, Sheila S., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2004/2007.
Forbes, Lukas, PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Marketing, 2003/2009*.
Forrest, Dan, MA (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), MLIS (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Associate Professor, Library Public Services, 2002/2008.
Foster, Constance L., MA (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), MLS (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Professor, Library Technical Services, 1978/1995.
Foster, Lloren A., PhD (University of Massachusetts, Massachusetts), Assistant Professor, Diversity and Community Studies, 2009/2009*.
Gabbard, Wesley J., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Associate Professor, Social Work, 2004/2010*.
Gaiko, Sylvia S., PhD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2004/2004.
Gallagher, Ronald E., PhD (University of Missouri - Rolla, Missouri), Associate Professor, Engineering, 2006/2012.
Galloway, Jeffrey M., MS (University of Alabama, Alabama), Instructor, Computer Science, 2013/2013*.
Gandy, Stephanie K., EdD (Louisiana Tech University, Louisiana), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2003/2009*.
Gani, Nahid, PhD (University of Texas at Dallas, Texas), Assistant Professor, Geography and Geology, 2012/2012*.
Gardner, Linda F., PhD (Texas Womans University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2013/2013.
Gardner, Marilyn M., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2001/2006*.
Gardner, Mary J., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Executive-in-Residence, Marketing, 2010/2010.
Garmon, Cecile W., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Professor, Communication, 1980/2001*.
Gary, James E., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Computer Science, 1998/2005*.
Gelderman, Richard F., PhD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 1996/2008*.
George, Dennis K., PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Professor, Public Health, 1992/2003*.
Ghezal, Said, PhD (Capella University, Minnesota), Instructor, School of Professional Studies, 2011/2011.
Gibson, Allison, MSSW (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Instructor, Social Work, 2008/2013*.
Gibson, Fred W., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 1993/2008*.
Gibson, Steven J., PhD (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin), Assistant Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2008/2008.
Gichuru, Margaret, EdD (Idaho State University, Idaho), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012*.
Giffilen, Becky A., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Professor, Agriculture, 1998/2010*.
Gish, Elizabeth J., THD (Harvard University, Massachusetts), Assistant Professor, Honors Academy, 2011/2011.
Gish, Stacey D., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2005/2013.
Goff, Brian L., PhD (George Mason University, Virginia), Professor, Economics, 1986/1996*.
Golla, Vijay, PhD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2006/2011*.
Gonzales, Linda B., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Professor, Agriculture, 1988/1999*.
Goodrich, Gregory B., PhD (Arizona State University Main, Arizona), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2005/2011*.
Gotlieb, Jerry B., PhD (Arizona State University Main, Arizona), Professor, Marketing, 1992/2006.
Gott, Ruth E., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2012.
Gottfried, John, MBA (University of Colorado at Denver, Colorado), BA (Indiana-Purdue University Indianapolis, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Library Public Services, 2010/2010.
Green, Kimberly J., MA (Appalachian State University, North Carolina), Instructor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2009/2012*.
Green, Mary K., MSN (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2002/2012.
Grieve, Frederick G., PhD (University of Memphis, Tennessee), Professor, Psychology, 2002/2008*.
Gripshover, Margaret M., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2009/2012*.
Groce, Stephen B., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Professor, Sociology, 1987/2002*.
Groves, Christopher G., PhD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Professor, Geography and Geology, 1991/2003*.
Groves, Deana J., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MLIS (University of Hawaii at Manoa, Hawaii), Associate Professor, Library Technical Services, 1993/2009.
Grubbs, Scott A., PhD (University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), Professor, Biology, 1999/2011*.
Gullett, Martha J., MSN (Grand Canyon University, Arizona), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2013.
Gupta, Sanju, PhD (University of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico), Associate Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2013/2013*.

H

Hagan, Angela A., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-In-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2013/2013.
Haggblom, Steven J., PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Professor, Psychology, 2001/2001*.
Hahn, Lance W., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Associate Professor, Psychology, 2006/2006*.
Hale, Robert, PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Professor, English, 2013/2013*.
Hall, Elizabeth D., MA (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Academic Support, 2001/2007*.
Hall, Karen R., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2013/2011.
Hamburger, Peter, DSC (Eotvos Lorand Univ-Hungary, Hungary), Professor, Mathematics, 2006/2006*.
Hanley, Jennifer A., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, History, 2007/2009*.
Hanson, Deanna L., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2006/2006.
Harkins, Anthony A., PhD (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin), Associate Professor, History, 2003/2008*.
Harris, Kimberly W., MSN (Bellarmine University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 1999/2008.
Harris, Scott H., DMA (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, Music, 2013/2013*.
Harris, Twyla D., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Mathematics, 1994/1994.
Hatchett, Judith J., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Instructor, English, 2008/2008.
Hatfield, Robert D., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Management, 2003/2012*.
Haughtigan, Kara S., MSN (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2012.
Haynes, Clint, MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2000/2009.
Haynes-Lawrence, Darbi J., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2003/2010.
Hays, Debra, MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, English, 2004/2004.
He, Jianjun, PhD (University of Oregon, Oregon), Assistant Professor, Honors Academy, 2011/2011.
Head, Andrew J., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Executive-In-Residence, Finance, 2010/2010.
Heintzman, Anne L., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2009/2012.
Henson, Sheri L., MAC (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Accounting, 2001/2001*.

Hernsberger, Joshua, PhD (University of California-Irvine, California), Assistant Professor, Management, 2013/2013.

Hersch, Amy C., MA (Savannah College Art & Design, Georgia), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2012/2012.

Hey, Donna L., EdS (Jacksonville State University, Alabama), Instructor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2009/2013.

Hey, William T., PhD (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2008/2008*.

Heyward, Karena J., PhD (College of William and Mary, Virginia), Assistant Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 2012/2012*.

Hines, Lynn A., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-In-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2008/2008*.

Holland, Beverley E., PhD (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2013/2013*.

Hollis, Quentin M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 1998/2008.

Hollyfield, Jerod, PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Assistant Professor, English, 2012/2012*.

Hondorp, Paul L., DMA (Michigan State University, Michigan), Associate Professor, Music, 2003/2009*.

Hoover, Donald L., PhD (University of Kansas Main Campus, Kansas), Associate Professor, Allied Health, 2012/2012*.

Houchens, Gary W., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2010/2010*.

Houle, Jean-Luc, PhD (University of Pitts Pittsburgh Camp, Pennsylvania), Assistant Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 2011/2011*.

House, Sonya L., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2004/2013.

Houston, Cynthia R., PhD (Southern Illinois University, Illinois), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2000/2010*.

Hovet, Theodore R., PhD (Duke University, North Carolina), Professor, English, 1995/2008*.

Howard, Jennifer L., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Academic Support, 2009/2013.

Huang, Xiaoxia, PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012*.

Hudepohl, Kathryn A., PhD (Tulane University, Louisiana), Associate Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 2003/2009*.

Hudson, Patricia, MA (Eastern Michigan University, Michigan), Instructor, Academic Support, 2013/2013.

Hughes, Gary K., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MDIV (Southern Baptist Theol Sem, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2002/2004.

Hughes, Sandra S., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, English, 2004/2010*.

Hughes, Aaron W., EdD (Northern Illinois University, Illinois), Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 1986/2001*.

Hulan, Nancy F., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2011/2011*.

Huskey, Stephen H., PhD (Florida Institute Technology, Florida), Associate Professor, Biology, 2003/2010*.

Huss, Jeanine M., PhD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2005/2011*.

Hutchison, Leisa S., MSED (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Clinical Assistant Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2002/2010*.

Iraniparast, Nezam, PhD (University of California-Davis, California), Professor, Mathematics, 1987/1999*.

Ishii, Kumi, PhD (Kent State University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Communication, 2005/2011*.

Iyiegbuniwe, Emmanuel, PhD (University of Illinois at Chicago, Illinois), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2003/2009*.

Jackson, Daniel D., PhD (Iowa State University, Iowa), Associate Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1991/2000*.

Jackson, Michelle A., MS (Illinois State University, Illinois), Associate Professor, Academic Support, 1997/2007.

Jacobshagen, Sigrid H., PhD (Free University of Berlin, Germany), Professor, Biology, 1995/2010*.
Jaggers, Lori A., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2009/2009.
Jaggers, Patricia A., MFA (Spalding University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2002/2009.
Jahan, Muhammad P., PhD (National University of Singapore, Singapore), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2012/2012*.
Janoski, Pamela R., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 1996/2001.
Jeffrey, Jonathan D., MLS (University of Maryland College Park, Maryland), Professor, Library Special Collection, 1990/2004.
Jensen, Jeffrey L., MFA (University of Iowa, Iowa), MA (University of Iowa, Iowa), Associate Professor, Art, 1986/1992.
Jerome, Angela M., PhD (University of Kansas Main Campus, Kansas), Associate Professor, Communication, 2006/2010*.
Johnson, Jarrett R., PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2010/2010*.
Johnson, Phebe P., PhD (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin), Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2003/2003.
Jones, Angela L., PhD (University of Kansas Main Campus, Kansas), Associate Professor, English, 2005/2011*.
Jones, Cynthia J., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2003/1991.
Jones, Elizabeth L., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, Psychology, 1989/1995*.
Jones, Neena W., MSN (Walden University, Minnesota), Clinical Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2012/2013.
Jordan, Carol, MA (Emerson College, Massachusetts), MA (Emerson College, Massachusetts), Instructor, Theatre and Dance, 2012/2013.
Jordan, Dean P., MBA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Executive-in-Residence, Economics, 2012/2012.
Jordan, Guy D., PhD (University of Maryland College Park, Maryland), Associate Professor, Art, 2007/2013*.
Jordan, Tricia A., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2012/2013*.
Jukes, Pamela M., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 1998/2004*.

K
Kallstrom, Michael J., DM (Florida State University, Florida), Professor, Music, 1987/1998*.
Kanan, James W., PhD (PA State University Main Campus, Pennsylvania), Associate Professor, Sociology, 1996/2004*.
Kash, Jeffrey P., PhD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2004/2010*.
Katz, Jeffrey P., PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Professor, Management, 2011/2011.
Kaufkins, Barry M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 2005/2005.
Keaster, Richard D., PhD (University of New Orleans, Louisiana), Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2003/2003*.
Keeling, David J., PhD (University of Oregon, Oregon), Professor, Geography and Geology, 1993/2003*.
Keesey, Susan, PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2013/2013*.
Kelley, Danita M., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 1994/2000.
Kelly, Elizabeth H., DMA (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Music, 2008/2008.
Kenney, James H., MS (Syracuse University Main Campus, New York), Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 1993/2009.
Kerby, Molly B., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Diversity and Community Studies, 2001/2009*.
Kessler, Walter B., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Professor, Mathematics, 1989/2007*.
Khalaighbah, Ahmed M., PhD (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2012/2013*.
Khenen, Mikhail, PhD (Perm State Univ-Perm, Russia), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2009/2009*.
Khouryieh, Hanna A., PhD (Kansas State University, Kansas), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2010/2010*.
Kiasatpour, Soleiman, PhD (University of California-Riverside, California), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2002/2008.
Kilen, Michael W., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Instructor, Biology, 2012/2013.
Kim, Hak Y., PhD (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Professor, Economics, 1983/1992.
Kim, Jae J., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Public Health, 2002/2006.
Kim, Moon-Soo, PhD (Cornell University, New York), Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2012/2012*.
Kinder, Larry S., MA (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), MAT (Marshall University, West Virginia), Associate Professor, Library Public Services, 2001/2007.
Kinder, Rachel A., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 1998/2009.
King, Mary K., PhD (SUNY at Albany, New York), Professor, Sociology, 2009/2010*.
King, Rodney A., PhD (Virginia Commonwealth University, Virginia), Professor, Biology, 2002/2013*.
King, Stephen A., PhD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Assistant Professor, Agriculture, 2008/2008*.
Kingery, Thomas W., PhD (Texas A & M University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Agriculture, 2011/2012*.
Kinnersley, Randall L., PhD (Texas Tech University, Texas), Professor, Accounting, 2003/2013*.
Kintzel, Edward, PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Assistant Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2008/2008*.
Kirby, Elizabeth G., EdD (University of San Francisco, California), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2010/2010*.
Kirchner, Jana V., PhD (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan), Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 2010/2010*.
Knight, Elisabeth J., MA (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Wisconsin), MLIS (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Wisconsin), Associate Professor, Library Public Services, 1995/2001.
Knotts, Jema D., PhD (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2010/2010*.
Kondratieff, Eric, PhD (University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania), Assistant Professor, History, 2012/2012.
Kong, Jie-Young, PhD (Arizona State University Main, Arizona), Assistant Professor, Communication, 2012/2012*.
Kontos, George, EdD (University of Houston, Texas), Associate Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2002/2009.
Korang-Okrah, Rose, PhD (University of Illinois Central Admin, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Social Work, 2011/2011*.
Krull, Amy C., PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Associate Professor, Sociology, 2000/2006*.
Kuhlenschmidt, Sally L., PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Professor, Psychology, 1986/2000*.
LaFantasie, Glenn W., PhD (Brown University, Rhode Island), Professor, History, 2006/2010*.
LaPoe, Benjamin, PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2013/2013.
LaPoe, Victoria L., PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2013/2013.
Lane, Tracy, MED (Auburn University at Montgomery, Alabama), Instructor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2009/2009.
Langdon, Alison L., PhD (University of Oregon, Oregon), Associate Professor, English, 2007/2012*.
Langton, Loup M., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2011/2013*.
Lanphier, Dominic A., PhD (University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, Minnesota), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2004/2009*.
Larson, Bruce A., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2005/2011*.
Larson, Levita J., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2012.
Lartey, Grace K., PhD (University of Toledo, Ohio), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2006/2012*.
Lasley, Scott J., PhD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2002/2008*.
LeNoir, William D., PhD (Auburn University, Alabama), Professor, English, 1993/2012*.
LeTourneau, James R., MA (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2000/2000.
Leach, Laura E., MARCH (Texas A & M University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1999/2011*.
Lebedinsky, Alexander G., PhD (Georgetown University, District of Columbia), Associate Professor, Economics, 2003/2009*.
Lee, David D., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Professor, History, 1975/1985.
Lee, Julie K., MBA (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2006/2006.
Lee, Minwoo, PhD (University of Pitts Pittsburgh Camp, Pennsylvania), Associate Professor, Accounting, 1993/2002*.
Lee, Ting-Hui, PhD (University of Calgary-Canada, Canada), Visiting Assistant Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2013/2013.
Leer, Rachel E., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2010/2010.
Leguizamon, Susane, PhD (West Virginia University, West Virginia), Assistant Professor, Economics, 2013/2013.
Lenk, Sonia E., PhD (University of Pitts Pittsburgh Camp, Pennsylvania), Associate Professor, Modern Languages, 2005/2013*.
Lenoir, Henry J., MS (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Professor, Engineering, 1994/2007.
Li, Qi, PhD (University of Delaware, Delaware), Associate Professor, Computer Science, 2006/2012*.
Liang, Feng Helen, PhD (University of California-Berkeley, California), Assistant Professor, Management, 2013/2013*. 
Lickenbrock, Diane M., PhD (University of Notre Dame, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2012/2012*.
Lienesch, Philip W., PhD (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, Biology, 2001/2007*.
Lin, Ching-Yi, DM (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Music, 2009/2011*.
Lindsey, James H., MS (Bowie State University, Maryland), Instructor, Computer Information Systems, 2002/2003.
Lineberry, Quentin J., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2008/2012*.
Little, Harold T., PhD (Southern Illinois University, Illinois), Associate Professor, Accounting, 1993/2007*.
Liu, Yang, MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Honors Academy, 2012/2013.
Lo, Yung L., PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Associate Professor, Finance, 2007/2013*.
Logan, Deborah A., PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Professor, English, 1997/2007*.
Logsdon, Jeremy R., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2010/2013.
Lopes, Zachary A., DMA (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Music, 2013/2013.
Lovan, Sherry M., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2004/2011.
Love, Nathan L., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Modern Languages, 1985/1990*.
Lovell, Donielle M., PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Assistant Professor, Sociology, 2009/2009*.
Lyons, Thomas S., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2004/2009*.

M

Macy, Gretchen M., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Public Health, 2012/2012*.
Maddox, Jeremy B., PhD (University of Houston, Texas), Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2009/2009*.
Madison, Robin R., MS (Regis University, Colorado), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2013.
Madole, Kelly L., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Professor, Psychology, 1999/2010*.
Magner, Nace R., DBA (Southern Illinois University, Illinois), Professor, Accounting, 1989/2000*.
Mahmood, Hajara, MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Biology, 2008/2008.
Mahmood, Rezaul, PhD (University of Arkansas, Arkansas), Professor, Geography and Geology, 2001/2011*.
Main, Maria E., DNP (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2001/2011*.
Mallinger, Gayle M., PhD (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh), Assistant Professor, Social Work, 2011/2011*.
Maples, Jill M., PhD (East Carolina University, North Carolina), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2013/2013*.
Maples, Lucile F., EdD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2005/2011*.
Marchionda, Hope L., PhD (Clemson University, South Carolina), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2006/2013*.
Marquez, David M., MFA (University of Iowa, Iowa), Instructor, Art, 2007/2009*.
Marston, Sean R., PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Assistant Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2011/2011*.
Martin, Craig A., PhD (University of Memphis, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Marketing, 2001/2006*.
Marutharaj, Tamilselvi, PhD (University of Arkansas Main Campus, Arkansas), Instructor, Chemistry, 2012/2013.
Mason, Cynthia P., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 1997/2010*.
Mason, Karen G., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2002/2008*.
Mattingly, Melia A., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2006/2009.
Maxwell, Margaret G., PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 1997/2008*.
May, Michael T., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Geography and Geology, 1996/2007*.
McAmis, Gregory T., PhD (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Assistant Professor, Marketing, 2012/2013.
McCaffrey, Molly A., PhD (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Instructor, English, 2010/2010*.
McCaslin, Sara B., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MS (Florida State University, Florida), Instructor, School of Professional Studies, 1999/2006.
McClain, Lauren N., PhD (Bowling Green State University, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Sociology, 2012/2012*.
McClanahan, Jessica M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2005/2005.
McDaniel, Kerrie L., PhD (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Pedagogical Assistant Professor, Biology, 2002/2013*.
McDaniel, Sue L., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MS (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Library Special Collection, 1996/2005.
McDonald, Michael L., PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2005/2011*.
McElroy, Douglas, PhD (University of Maine, Maine), Professor, Biology, 1993/2004*.
McGee, Laura G., PhD (University of Washington, Washington), Associate Professor, Modern Languages, 1997/2005*.
McGruder, Charles H., PhD (University of Heidelberg, Germany), Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 1993/1993.
McKeith, Amanda G., PhD (PA State University Main Campus, Pennsylvania), Assistant Professor, Agriculture, 2012/2012*.
McKerral, Gordon D., MS (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Associate Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2005/2005.
McKinney, Sarah R., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2013/2012.
McMahon, James A., MA (Ball State University, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 1997/2003.
McMichael, F. A., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, History, 2002/2007*.
Meier, Albert J., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Professor, Biology, 1997/2009*.
Melancon, Kathryn J., PhD (University of Mississippi, Mississippi), Associate Professor, Marketing, 2006/2012.
Meltzer, Joshua H., BA (Carleton College, Minnesota), Professional-In-Residence, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2009/2009.
Mienaltowski, Andrew S., PhD (Georgia Institute of Tech, Georgia), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2008/2008*.
Miick, Tonja S., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Mathematics, 2013/2013.
Miller, Leanna, MA (Ball State University, Indiana), MA (Ball State University, Indiana), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2013.
Miller, Mary E., MA (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, English, 1963/1992*.
Miller, Richard C., DPE (Springfield College, Massachusetts), Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2006/2006*.
Miller, Stephen K., PhD (Michigan State University, Michigan), Associate Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2008/2008*.
Minix, Barbara G., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2013.
Minter, Patricia H., PhD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Associate Professor, History, 1993/2000*.
Mitchell, Ronald L., MA (Webster University, Missouri), MA (Webster University, Missouri), Associate Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2005/2011*.
Mkanta, William N., PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2007/2013*.
Mohamed, Zubair M., DBA (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, Management, 1989/2000*.
Montgomery, Jack G., MLS (University of Maryland College Park, Maryland), BA (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Professor, Library Technical Services, 1998/2011.
Moody, Vivian R., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2009/2009*.
Moore, John A., EdD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 1990/2002*.
Moore, Lora W., MSN (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 1998/2007.
Moore, Mary L., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Clinical Associate Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 1996/2010*.
Moore, Tracey E., MFA (CUNY Brooklyn College, New York), Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2007/2013.
Motley, Paul C., PhD (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Associate Professor, Honors Academy, 2008/2013*.
Mukonyora, Isabel, PhD (University of Oxford, United Kingdom), Associate Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2004/2010*.
Mullin, Timothy J., MA (Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee), BA (Rowan University, New Jersey), Associate Professor, Library Special Collection, 2004/2004.
Munasinghe, Samangi, PhD (Texas A & M University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2010/2010*.
Murley, Lisa D., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2009/2009*.
Murphy, Roger W., PhD (Indiana State University, Indiana), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2001/2007.
Murrey, Loretta M., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, English, 1991/1997.
Musalia, John M., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Sociology, 2000/2006*.
Mutter, Sharon A., PhD (George Washington University, District of Columbia), Professor, Psychology, 1991/2000*.
Myers, Carl L., PhD (Iowa State University, Iowa), Associate Professor, Psychology, 1995/2001*.
Myers, Daniel A., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Economics, 1986/1991*.
Neal, David K., PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Professor, Mathematics, 1989/1999*.
Nee, Matthew J., PhD (University of California-Berkeley, California), Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2009/2009*.
Neely, Kurt R., PhD (University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas), Assistant Professor, Allied Health, 2011/2011*.
Nehm, Jean E., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Academic Support, 1997/2007.
Nemon, Amy T., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Geography and Geology, 2007/2007.
Nemoto, Kumiko, PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Instructor, Sociology, 2005/2012.
Newton, Travis A., MFA (Florida State University, Florida), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2012/2013.
Nguyen, Ngoc B., PhD (Bowling Green State University, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2010/2010*.
Nichols, Michael A., MFA (Fontbonne College, Missouri), MA (Fontbonne College, Missouri), Associate Professor, Art, 2004/2010.
Njoku, Johnston A., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 1992/1999*.
Noel, Christina R., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2013/2013*.
Norman, Antony D., PhD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Professor, Psychology, 2007/2007*.
Norman, James F., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Professor, Psychology, 1996/2004*.
Norris, Elizabeth S., PhD (Seton Hall University, New Jersey), Assistant Professor, Allied Health, 2013/2013*.
North, Leslie A., PhD (University of South Florida, Florida), Assistant Professor, Geography and Geology, 2011/2011*.
Northerner, Sara, PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2010/2012.
Noser, Thomas C., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Professor, Economics, 1984/2009*.
Notheisen, Laurin D., MFA (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Professor, Art, 1975/1990*.
Novak, Elena, PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Visiting Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2013*.
Novikov, Ivan S., PhD (St. Petersburg State U-Russia, Russia), PhD (St. Petersburg State U-Russia, Russia), Associate Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 2006/2011*.
Nurcheshmeh, Morteza, PhD (University of Windsor, ON), Assistant Professor, Engineering, 2013/2013.
Nutt, Amanda S., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Mathematics, 2013/2013.
O'Connor, Stephen S., PhD (Catholic University of America, District of Columbia), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2013/2013*.
Obee, Terry L., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2010/2013.
Oesterritter, Abigail L., MFA (Utah State University, Utah), Assistant Professor, Art, 2009/2009*.
Oglesbee, Brent T., MFA (PA State University Main Campus, Pennsylvania), Professor, Art, 1993/2005*.
Ohning, Tara R., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2012/2012.
Olmsted, Jane, PhD (University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, Minnesota), Professor, Diversity and Community Studies, 1996/2007*.
Olson, Alexander I., PhD (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan), Assistant Professor, Honors Academy, 2013/2013*.
Onyekwuluje, Anne B., PhD (University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Nebraska), Associate Professor, Sociology, 1996/2002*.
Oregon, Evelyn M., PhD (Michigan State University, Michigan), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2013/2013*.
Otto, Peggy D., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, English, 2011/2011*.
Owens, Larry W., EdD (Spalding University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Social Work, 2010/2010*.
Paganelli, Andrea, PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012*.
Palmquist, Shane M., PhD (Tufts University, Massachusetts), Associate Professor, Engineering, 2004/2009*.
Pan, Jing, PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2013/2013*.
Paquin, Anthony R., PhD (Texas A & M University, Texas), Associate Professor, Psychology, 2004/2010*.
Parker, Donna C., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), BFA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Library Special Collection, 1981/1994.
Parsley, Debbie B., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Clinical Assistant Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2004/2010*.
Patterson, Anne D., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2007/2007.
Patterson, Rhonda A., PhD (University of Southern Mississippi, Mississippi), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2005/2005*.
Pennavaria, Katherine A., MA (University of Missouri-Kansas City, Missouri), MLS (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Library Public Services, 2000/2006.
Pereira, Nielsen, PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2011/2011*.
Pertusa, Inmaculada, PhD (University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado), Professor, Modern Languages, 2004/2013*.
Pesterfield, Lester L., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Professor, Chemistry, 1991/2002*. 
Peters, Aaron D., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Professional Studies, 1988/2001.
Peterson, Tina L., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Assistant Professor, Social Work, 2010/2011*.
Petkus, Yvonne, MFA (University of Washington, Washington), Professor, Art, 2000/2012*.
Petty, Pamela J., EdD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2000/2012*.
Pfranger, Bradley J., MLAS (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2011/2011.
Phillips, Kimberly A., MSN (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2011/2012.
Pierce, Judy S., EdD (West Virginia University, West Virginia), Professor, School of Teacher Education, 1990/1996*.
Plummer, Marjorie E., PhD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Associate Professor, History, 2003/2009*.
Poff, Raymond A., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2002/2006*.
Polk, Jason, PhD (University of South Florida, Florida), Assistant Professor, Geography and Geology, 2009/2009*.
Pollatsek, Elena S., MFA (New York University, New York), Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2005/2011.
Poole, Alexander B., PhD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, English, 2003/2009*.
Pope, Robert W., DMA (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Associate Professor, Music, 1999/2005*.
Pope-Tarrence, Jacqueline, PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Professor, Psychology, 1986/2008*.
Por, Attila, PhD (Eotvos Lorand Univ-Hungary, Hungary), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2007/2012*. 
Poteet, Catherine G., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-In-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2013.

Potter, Paula W., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Management, 2001/2006*.

Powell, Lindsey W., PhD (Temple University, Pennsylvania), Assistant Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 2009/2009.

Prather, James R., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Instructor, Psychology, 2004/2004*.

Price, Merrall, PhD (University of Rochester, New York), Associate Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2011/2011*.

Pruitt, Matthew V., PhD (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Professor, Sociology, 1995/2008*.

Pulsinelli, Robert W., PhD (Rutgers Univ-New Brunswick, New Jersey), Professor, Economics, 1967/1985*.

Putnam, Michael L., PhD (University of Mississippi, Mississippi), Associate Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2011/2011*.

Pyle, Elizabeth C., EdD (Illinois State University, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2009/2009*.

R

Race, Tammera M., MS (University of Florida, Florida), MLIS (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Wisconsin), Assistant Professor, Library Technical Services, 2010/2010.

Rahim, M. A., PhD (University of Pitts Pittsburgh Camp, Pennsylvania), Professor, Management, 1983/1983*.

Ramsing, Ronald D., PhD (University of Utah, Utah), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2005/2011*.

Ransdell, Gary A., EdD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 1997/1997*.


Rathnayake, Hemali P., PhD (University of Massachusetts, Massachusetts), Assistant Professor, Chemistry, 2009/2009*.

Ray, Sally J., PhD (Wayne State University, Michigan), Associate Professor, Communication, 1991/1997*.

Reaka, Bryan, PhD (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Associate Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2003/2009*.

Reames, Kelly L., PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Associate Professor, English, 2002/2007*.

Reber, Robert A., PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Professor, Management, 1982/1996*.

Redick, Susan J., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2006/2010.

Redifer, Jenni L., PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2012/2012*.

Reed, Eric S., PhD (Syracuse University Main Campus, New York), Associate Professor, History, 2002/2008*.

Revels, Mark A., PhD (Indiana State University, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2003/2004*.

Reynolds, Lindsey B., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Agriculture, 2011/2012.

Rice, Jeffrey A., PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Assistant Professor, English, 2011/2011*.

Rice, Nancy A., PhD (University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Biology, 2003/2008*.

Rich, Timothy S., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Political Science, 2012/2012.

Richey, Nancy C., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MLS (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Library Special Collection, 2000/2008.

Richmond, Thomas A., PhD (Washington State University, Washington), Professor, Mathematics, 1986/1996*.

Rigby, Lawrence D., PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Associate Professor, English, 2000/2006*.

Rinehart, Claire A., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Professor, Biology, 1988/2008*.

Rivera, Eric, MFA (Purchase College, SUNY, New York), Assistant Professor, Theatre and Dance, 2012/2013.

Roberts, Julia L., EdD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Professor, School of Teacher Education, 1980/1989*.

Robertson, Vivian S., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2001/2002.

Robinson, Mark P., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Professor, Mathematics, 1991/2001*.

Robinson-Nkongola, Audrey C., MS (Drexel University, Pennsylvania), Library, Public Services, 2013/..

Roden, Leigh Anne, EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Clinical Assistant Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2013/2013*.

Rogers, David P., DA (Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee), Instructor, English, 2004/2004.

Rogers, Laura E., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Mathematics, 1998/1998.

Rogier, Catherine J., MS (Virginia Tech, Virginia), Professional-In-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012.

Rohrer, Judy, PhD (University of Hawaii at Manoa, Hawaii), Assistant Professor, Diversity and Community Studies, 2013/2013*.

Romero, Juan L., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Assistant Professor, History, 2009/2009*. 


Rosa, Andrew J., PhD (University of Massachusetts, Massachusetts), Assistant Professor, Diversity and Community Studies, 2013/2013*.
Ross, Mark T., PhD (University of Arizona, Arizona), Assistant Professor, Accounting, 1994/1997*.
Rudloff, Melissa I., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-in-residence, Physics and Astronomy, 2008/2010.
Rudolph, Jack L., PhD (PA State University Main Campus, Pennsylvania), Professor, Agriculture, 1994/2006*.
Rutledge, Jerry W., MA (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Assistant Professor, English, 1969/1969.
Ryan, Jo-Anne M., MS (Murray State University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 1988/1997.

S

Sahi, Shivendra V., PhD (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Professor, Biology, 1998/2005*.
Samuels, Jeffrey, PhD (University of Virginia, Virginia), Associate Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2001/2008*.
Sanderfer, Selena R., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Assistant Professor, History, 2010/2011*.
Sansom, Karen C., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Allied Health, 1986/1996.
Sauerheber, Jill Duba, PhD (Kent State University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 2004/2009*.
Schafer, Mark A., PhD (University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2008/2008*.
Schallert, Gary T., DA (University of Northern Colorado, Colorado), Associate Professor, Music, 2008/2008*.
Schiefs, Donna K., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2002/2003.
Schnie, Ian P., PhD (University of California-Berkeley, California), Assistant Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2011/2011*.
Schroeder, Amber N., PhD (Clemson University, South Carolina), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2012/2012*.
Schugart, Richard C., PhD (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Assistant Professor, Mathematics, 2008/2008*.
Schulte, Bruce A., PhD (SUNY Col Envrnmtl Sci-Forestry, New York), Professor, Biology, 2009/2009*.
Scott, Bill R., DMA (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Professor, Music, 2003/2003*.
Scott, Marshall L., DMA (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin), Professor, Music, 1990/2001*.
Scudder, Cris E., MS (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Instructor, Agriculture, 2005/2008.
Seidler, Michael J., PhD (Saint Louis University, Missouri), Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 1986/1998*.
Serafini, David A., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, History, 2011/2013.
Shackelford, Jo L., EdD (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2007/2012*.
Shadoan, Julia F., JD (DePaul University, Illinois), Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2003/2011.
Shake, Matthew C., PhD (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2012/2012*.
Shaluta, Cliff P., MA (Marshall University, West Virginia), Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 1989/2009*.
Shannon, James R., PhD (University of Memphis, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Marketing, 1990/1997.
Sharma, Nilesch C., PhD (Birhar University-India, India), Instructor, Biology, 2001/2007*.
Shaver, Darlene L., DRPH (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2008/2012*.
Shen, Cangliang, PhD (Colorado State University, Colorado), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2012/2012*.
Shim, Jonghee, PhD (U North Carolina Greensboro, North Carolina), Assistant Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2010/2010*.
Shindel', Arthur D., PhD (Syracuse University Main Campus, New York), Professor, Mathematics, 1985/1994*.
Shivel, Deborah C., MA (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2007/2008.
Shoenfelt, Elizabeth L., PhD (Louisiana State University & A&M Col, Louisiana), Professor, Psychology, 1983/1992*.
Sholar, Elizabeth A., MAE (University of the Cumberlands, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2013/2013.
Shoumake, Vickie L., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2012/2012.
Siegrist, Beverly E., EdD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Professor, School of Nursing, 1989/2002*.
Siewers, Fredrick D., PhD (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 1998/2004*.
Sikora, Doris A., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 1998/2004*.

Silfies, Patricia J., MHRIM (PA State University Main Campus, Pennsylvania), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 1995/1995.

Simmons, Jane H., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2003/2003*.

Simpson, William M., MA (Marshall University, West Virginia), Associate Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2000/2012.

Sims, Nelda J., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), BA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Library Technical Services, 1977/1982.

Skipworth, Carnetta C., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2004/2008.

Skipworth, Pamela A., MED (Indiana Wesleyan University, Indiana), Instructor, Allied Health, 2013/2013.

Smith, Charles H., PhD (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), MA (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Library Public Services, 1995/2004.

Smith, Douglas C., PhD (PA State University Main Campus, Pennsylvania), Professor, Sociology, 1998/2010*.

Smith, James D., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2009/2010*.

Smith, Janice C., MS (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2008/2009*.

Smith, Jennifer M., PhD (Purdue University Main Campus, Indiana), Associate Professor, Communication, 2006/2013*.

Smith, Kandy C., MA (Tennessee Technological University, Tennessee), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2013/2013*.


Smith, Lynette S., PhD (Medical University of South Carolina, South Carolina), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2012/2012*.

Smith, Michael E., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Associate Professor, Biology, 2005/2010*.

Snavely, Jean C., PhD (University of Cincinnati Main Campus, Ohio), Executive-in-Residence, Finance, 2005/2005.

Snyder, Chad A., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2005/2012*.

Snyder, Lawrence W., PhD (University of NC Chapel Hill, North Carolina), Associate Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 1990/1999*.

Sparks, Linda C., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Academic Support, 2001/2001.

Spears, Lee, PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, English, 1989/1996.

Spencer, Roxanne M., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MLS (Clarion University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania), Associate Professor, Library Public Services, 2001/2007.

Spencer, Steven L., EdD (University of Arkansas Main Campus, Arkansas), Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 1990/2001*.

Spiller, Michael S., PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Associate Professor, Management, 2006/2012*.

Spraker, John S., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Mathematics, 1987/1997*.

Spurlock, Christy L., MAE (University of Louisville, Kentucky), AB (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Library Special Collection, 2005/2012.

Srividasta, Ajay, PhD (University of Alberta, Canada), Assistant Professor, Biology, 2010/2010*.

Staebell, Sandra L., MA (Texas Tech University, Texas), BA (University of Northern Iowa, Iowa), Assistant Professor, Library Special Collection, 1988/1988.

Starks, Saundra H., EdD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Social Work, 1983/2005*.

Staynings, Mark A., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MPA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Professional Studies, 2000/2007.

Stenger-Ramsey, Tammie L., EdD (Oklahoma State University Main Campus, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 2004/2010*.

Sterek, Helen M., PhD (University of Iowa, Iowa), Professor, Communication, 2011/2011*.

Stettner, Claudia N., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Agriculture, 2012/2012.

Stevens, Cheryl L., PhD (University of New Orleans, Louisiana), Professor, Chemistry, 2012/2012*.

Stewart, Lisa E., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2011/2012.

Stewart, Melissa A., PhD (Johns Hopkins University, Maryland), Professor, Modern Languages, 1992/2006*.

Stickel, Fred E., PhD (Iowa State University, Iowa), Professor, Counseling and Student Affairs, 1979/1989*.

Stidham, Cova T., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, 2009/2010.
Stinnett, Thomas B., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Visiting Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 1999/2013.

Stites, Joseph N., MS (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Music, 1987/1987*.

Stobaugh, Rebecca R., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2008/2011*.

Stokes, Michael K., PhD (University of Kansas Main Campus, Kansas), Professor, Biology, 1995/2008*.

Stone, Martin J., PhD (Texas A & M University, Texas), Associate Professor, Agriculture, 2003/2010*.


Strode, Heather M., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 1999/2013.

Strode, Joseph, PhD (University of South Carolina, South Carolina), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2011/2013*.

Strode, Joseph, PhD (University of South Carolina, South Carolina), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2011/2013*.

Strow, Brian K., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Economics, 1999/2007*.

Strow, Claudia W., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Economics, 2000/2008*.

Sturgeon, Lizbeth P., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2005/2013*.

Sullivan, Brian, JD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Management, 1976/1984.

Sullivan, Dana J., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Social Work, 2009/2013*.

Sung, Joon G., MFA (Syracuse University Main Campus, New York), Associate Professor, Art, 2002/2008.

Sunkin, Francesca D., MA (Bowling Green State University, Ohio), Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 2004/2008.

Super, Daniel J., EdS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Teacher Education, 2010/2012.

Suzuki, Tadayuki, PhD (University of New Orleans, Louisiana), Associate Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2005/2011.

Swanson, Robyn K., DME (University of Northern Colorado, Colorado), Professor, Music, 1988/1993*.

Sylvester, Keith E., PhD (Texas A & M University, Texas), Assistant Professor, Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 2012/2012*.

Szerdahelyi, Judith, PhD (U North Carolina Greensboro, North Carolina), Associate Professor, English, 2001/2008*.

Tabor, Rebecca G., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Allied Health, 1985/1990.

Talley, Ronda C., PhD (Indiana University System, Indiana), Professor, Psychology, 2010/2010*.

Tassell, Janet L., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2008/2008*.

Taylor, Richard, MS (SUNY at Albany, New York), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2010/2010.

Taylor, Ritchie D., PhD (University of North Texas, Texas), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2000/2009*.

Thacker, Jack W., PhD (University of South Carolina - Columbia, South Carolina), Professor, History, 1964/1973*.

Thapa, Samanta B., PhD (Georgia State University, Georgia), Professor, Finance, 1988/2006.

Thompson, Blair C., PhD (University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Nebraska), Associate Professor, Communication, 2007/2013*.

Thompson, James R., MFA (University of Montana, Montana), Assistant Professor, Academic Support, 2005/2009.

Thompson, Megan K., MA (Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Academic Support, 2006/2010.

Thrasher, Evelyn H., PhD (Auburn University, Alabama), Associate Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2008/2013*.

Tiernan, Brandy N., PhD (Iowa State University, Iowa), Research Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2012/2013*.

Todd, Linda S., MA (Southwestern Baptist Theol Sem, Texas), MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Professional Studies, 1994/2005.

Todd, Patricia R., DBA (Cleveland State University, Ohio), Associate Professor, Marketing, 2005/2012*.

Trafton, Joseph L., PhD (Duke University, North Carolina), Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 1977/1991*.

Trafton, Paula B., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Professional Studies, 2001/2005.

Trawick, Michelle W., PhD (North Carolina State University, North Carolina), Professor, Economics, 2000/2010*.

Trojan, Carrie, PhD (City University of New York, New York), Assistant Professor, Sociology, 2009/2009*.

Tullis, Matthew L., MFA (Temple University, Pennsylvania), Professor, Art, 2000/2012.

Turley, Marya L., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, English, 2007/2008.

Turner, Joel F., PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Associate Professor, Political Science, 2007/2013*.

Tutino, Thomas J., MFA (Boston University, Massachusetts), Professor, Theatre and Dance, 1989/2002.

Tyger, Sherry, MSW (California St Univ-Long Beach, California), Instructor, Social Work, 2013/2013*. 
Tyler, Rico T., MAE (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Professional-In-Residence, School of Teacher Education, 2001/2003.

U

Upright, Paula A., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Kinesiology, Recreation and Sport, 1997/2009*.

V

Van Dyken, Tamara, PhD (University of Notre Dame, Indiana), Assistant Professor, History, 2010/2010*.
Vandermeer, Wieb, PhD (University of Groningen, Netherlands), Professor, Physics and Astronomy, 1988/1999*.
Vandermolen, Yertty M., MA (University of Northern Iowa, Iowa), Instructor, Modern Languages, 2013/2013.
Vaughan, Shannon K., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Political Science, 2012/2012*.
Vickous, Kim Y., MSN (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2007/2007.
Villereal, Gary L., PhD (University of Pitts Pittsburgh Camp, Pennsylvania), Associate Professor, Social Work, 2004/2004*.

W

Wade, Stacy R., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Accounting, 2003/2003.
Walker, Judy G., MSN (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2000/2010.
Wallmann, Harvey, DPT (Loma Linda University, California), DSC (Loma Linda University, California), Professor, Allied Health, 2011/2011*.
Wang, Huanjing, PhD (University of Alabama, Alabama), Associate Professor, Computer Science, 2006/2012*.
Watkins, Cecilia M., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Associate Professor, Public Health, 2001/2009*.
Watwood, Carol L., MPH (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MLS (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan), Assistant Professor, Library Public Services, 2004/2010.
Webb, Cathleen J., PhD (University of Washington, Washington), Professor, Chemistry, 2001/2013*.
Weisberger, Deborah M., MS (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Liberal Arts and Sciences, 1993/2005.
Wells, Leigh A., MST (Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee), Instructor, Mathematics, 2001/2002.
Wells, Steve C., PhD (University of Mississippi, Mississippi), Professor, Accounting, 2008/2008*.
Wesley, Susan C., PhD (Case Western Reserve University, Ohio), Associate Professor, Social Work, 1997/2004.
West, Adam R., PhD (University of Texas at Austin, Texas), Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2010/2010.
West, Andrew B., PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Assistant Professor, School of Teacher Education, 2012/2012*.
White, John B., PhD (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama), Professor, Public Health, 1993/2011*.
White, Stephen, MS (Syracuse University Main Campus, New York), Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 1986/2001.
Wichman, Aaron L., PhD (The Ohio State University Main Campus, Ohio), Associate Professor, Psychology, 2009/2013*.
Williams, Brooke B., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Instructor, Chemistry, 2012/2013.
Williams, Kevin M., PhD (Emory University, Georgia), Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2002/2008*.
Williams, Michael A., PhD (University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania), Professor, Folk Studies and Anthropology, 1986/1997*.
William, William T., PhD (University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee), Professor, Agriculture, 1998/2010*.
Willis, Jeffrey E., MS (Capitol College, Maryland), Instructor, Computer Information Systems, 2002/2002.
Wilson, Dennis P., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Economics, 2006/2009*.
Wilson, Kristin, PhD (University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri), Associate Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2013/2013*.
Wilson, Maribeth A., MS (James Madison University, Virginia), MSN (University of Alabama, Alabama), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2008/2008.
Wilson, Stacy, PhD (Tennessee Technological University, Tennessee), Professor, Engineering, 1996/2006*.
Wilson, Travis K., MARCH (University of Oklahoma Norman, Oklahoma), Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences, 2005/2011.
Wininger, Steven R., PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Professor, Psychology, 2001/2010*.
Winkler, Elizabeth G., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, English, 2006/2011*.
Witcher, Patricia L., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), Instructor, Communication, 2003/2003.
Wolinski, Mary E., PhD (Brandeis University, Massachusetts), Professor, Music, 1994/2010*.
Wooden, Diana, MSN (University of Phoenix, Arizona), MSN (University of Phoenix, Arizona), Instructor, School of Nursing, 2013/2013.
Woosley, Paul B., PhD (University of Kentucky, Kentucky), Associate Professor, Agriculture, 2002/2009*.
Wright, Dawn G., PhD (Vanderbilt University, Tennessee), Associate Professor, School of Nursing, 2002/2012*.
Wright, Jennifer A., MA (Western Kentucky University, Kentucky), MLS (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Assistant Professor, Library Public Services, 2013/2013.
Wu, Di, PhD (Iowa State University, Iowa), PhD (Iowa State University, Iowa), Associate Professor, Mathematics, 2006/2012*.
Wulff, Andrew H., PhD (University of Massachusetts, Massachusetts), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2002/2008*.
Wyatt, Robert E., PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Associate Professor, Biology, 1999/2008*.
X
Xia, Zhonghang, PhD (University of Texas at Dallas, Texas), Associate Professor, Computer Science, 2004/2009*.
Xing, Guangming, PhD (University of Georgia, Georgia), Professor, Computer Science, 2002/2013*.
Y
Yager, Edward M., PhD (University of California-Santa Barbara, California), Professor, Political Science, 1992/2006*.
Yambor, Marjorie L., PhD (Michigan State University, Michigan), Assistant Professor, Journalism and Broadcasting, 2001/2013.
Yan, Bangbo, PhD (Nanyang University, Singapore), Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2007/2013*.
Yan, Jun, PhD (SUNY College at Buffalo, New York), Associate Professor, Geography and Geology, 2004/2010*.
Yang, Rong, PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Computer Science, 2001/2009*.
Young, David A., PhD (Wayne State University, Michigan), Associate Professor, Theatre and Dance, 1998/2005.
Yuan, Haiwang, MA (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), MLS (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Professor, Library Public Services, 1997/2007.
Z
Zapata, Michelangelo, MA (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Instructor, Modern Languages, 2010/2011.
Zehr, Nahed A., PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Assistant Professor, Philosophy and Religion, 2012/2012*.
Zhang, Jie, PhD (University of Illinois Central Admin, Illinois), Assistant Professor, Ed Adm, Leadership and Research, 2010/2010*.
Zhang, Rui, PhD (University of Hong Kong, China), Associate Professor, Chemistry, 2006/2012*.
Zhao, Qin, PhD (University of Florida, Florida), Assistant Professor, Psychology, 2008/2008*.
Zhu, Honghong, PhD (Johns Hopkins University, Maryland), Assistant Professor, Public Health, 2012/2012*.
Zhuhadar, Leyla S., PhD (University of Louisville, Kentucky), Assistant Professor, Computer Information Systems, 2007/2013*.
Ziegler, Uta, PhD (Florida State University, Florida), Professor, Computer Science, 1990/2001*.
Zimmer, David M., PhD (Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana), Associate Professor, Economics, 2007/2012*. 